5.4.2 Black Wash
While the previous watersheds were predominately agricultural and federal land managed for wildlife
with scattered residential areas, this watershed is a growth area adjacent to the Tucson basin. It is
comprised of 45,040 acres (70.4 square miles). The wash originates on Black Mountain within the San
Xavier District of the Tohono O’odham Nation. Tributaries from the northeastern slopes of the Sierrita
Mountains south of San Xavier join it along with those emanating from the southwestern slopes of the
Tucson Mountains. It joins the West Branch of the Brawley Wash west of Sandario Road. As shown on
the watershed map below much of this watershed is within the San Xavier District of the Tohono
O’odham Nation.
Figure 34 - Black Wash Watershed Map
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5.4.2.1 Flood Characteristics
Like Brawley Wash to which it is tributary, the floodplains and floodway associated with this watershed
are amongst the widest within Pima County. This is due to distributary flow patterns, shallow braided
streams, and significant areas where stream banks do not confine larger storm flows. Still these SFHA
floodplains were determined by mapping the extent of historical flooding and are in need of further
study.
Figure 35 - Black Wash SFHA in Acres

In addition to the 9,687 acres of SFHA included on the chart above, there are also 650 acres of District
Special Studies Floodplains and 1,893 acres of locally mapped sheet flood area in this watershed.
Together regulatory floodplain areas cover 27 percent of the total watershed. Base flood elevations have
not been determined for the majority of this watershed. The exception is the main stem Black Wash
where even the FEMA Floodway is broad and based on approximate modeling assumptions to limit
breakout and distributed flows. Further much of the A zone was determined based upon historical
flooding.
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5.4.2.2 Existing Development & Infrastructure Trends
The chart below shows the distribution of residents within known floodplains, and distribution between
incorporated and unincorporated areas.
Figure 36 - Black Wash Watershed Population Distribution
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As shown below much of this watershed outside of the reservations is private and available for
development. While historically this area has been developed with large lots and individually built
homes development during the last decade has shifted to mass graded subdivisions. This has led to a
mix of constrained and unconstrained flood areas across very broad floodplains. The design of most
recent subdivisions includes fill, channelization and bank protection to confine the otherwise
widespread flow paths.
The County Comprehensive Plan identifies this area as a growth area. To address infrastructure needs
the 2007 Southwest Infrastructure Plan identified locations for regional detention basins and other
drainage improvements; however, funding for regional drainage solutions was not included in the
approved impact fees. The Pima County Department of Transportation did construct drainage
improvements to collect distributed flows along Valencia Road and the Arizona Department of
Transportation made drainage improvements along State Route 86/Ajo Highway.
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Landowners have yet to find builders for many approved commercial and residential developments as
reflected in the high percentage of vacant land shown on the bar chart below. However, that is not the
only factor as there is so much federal land as well.
Figure 37 - Black Wash Watershed Ownership in Acres
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Figure 38 - Black Wash Watershed Land Use in Acres

As shown above, the Assessor classifies tribal land as vacant and therefore the percentage is high for this
watershed. The developed area of San Xavier is located east of Black Mountain while westerly the
predominant use is low intensity grazing and habitat for many species with cultural and practical
significance.
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Figure 39 - Black Wash Floodplain Land Use in Acres

As indicated on the land use map below much of the private land is floodprone and few high spots exist.
Development within the floodplain has been of all types by necessity. The high percentage of
manufactured housing is notable. The owners were not aware of flood risks when then building these
homes and many are only accessible by unimproved dirt roads and/or at grade wash crossings. Within
recent years, development patterns have shifted to large planned subdivisions. These require significant
engineered features including mass grading on imported fill, establishment of channels or flow corridors,
large detention basins
and improved road
crossings to provide
access during times of
flooding. The Land use
map below shows
these patterns.

Mass Graded Subdivision
and Individual Lot
Development in Floodplains
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Figure 40 - Black Wash Land Use Map
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5.4.2.3 Riparian Habitat and Natural Areas
As shown on the bar chart below, there are 1,444 acres of Pima County Regulated Riparian Habitat in
this watershed. There are also 1,048 preserved acres in this watershed, including 717 in regulatory
floodplain.
Figure 41 - Black Wash Riparian Watershed Habitat in Acres
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Unfortunately, efforts to create
greenway preserves have been
frustrated with the exception of
FLAP acquisitions and small parks.
Furthermore trespassing including
illegal dumping is frequent as the
area is relatively remote. Those
floodplain habitats, which owners
have preserved, require
protection and maintenance
including in some cases
restoration.
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Xeroriparian B

Xeroriparian C

Xeroriparian D

The riparian areas are classified into two primary plant communities, Sonoran Desertscrub biome (BLP
#154.1) and Sonoran Riparian Deciduous Forest and Woodland Biome, Mesquite Series (BLP #224.52)
(Harris, 2001). The xeroriparian habitat falls into the former, while the mesoriparian habitat falls into the
latter. The Sonoran Desertscrub can be further divided into the Arizona Upland Subdivision, which is
characterized by a diverse assemblage of cacti, trees and shrubs, and the Lower Colorado River Valley
Subdivision, which is primarily characterized by creosotebush (Larrea tridentata) and bursage (Ambrosia
deltoidea). Both plant communities are found in this watershed.

Sonoran Desertscrub, Arizona Upland Subdivision (above) and
Lower Colorado River Valley Subdivision (right)
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The Sonoran Desertscrub Subdivision is further classified as desert riparian shrub or xeroriparian along
the washes. This vegetation community contains similar tree and shrub species found in upland sites
such as paloverde, velvet mesquite, and ironwood, although certain shrub species, such as canyon
ragweed (Ambrosia ambrosioides) and cheesebush (Ambrosia salsola) are more prevalent.
The Sonoran Riparian Deciduous Forest and Woodland Biome, Mesquite Series, is an open to fairly
dense drought-deciduous woodland dominated by velvet mesquite (Prosopis velutina). Understory
vegetation is characterized by shrubs such as wolfberry (Lycium sp.), snakeweed (Gutierrezia sp.),
burroweed (Iscocoma tenuisecta), whitethorn acacia (Vachellia constricta) and catclaw acacia (Senegalia
greggii) and native grasses, vines and annuals.

Sonoran Riparian Deciduous Forest and Woodland Biome, Mesquite Series (left), Mesquite Series understory vegetation (right)
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5.4.2.4 Historic Floodplain Management Approach
The figure below shows the split between natural and improved drainageways, and how many acres the
District is responsible for in each jurisdiction.
Figure 42 - Black Wash Drainageway Acreage
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The District manages 998 acres of open space lands in the Black Wash watershed. The District acquired
these lands primarily through the Floodprone Land Acquisition Program (FLAP). The lands are inspected
triennially to inventory infrastructure (if present), natural resources and identify threats and stressors.
A unique natural resource in this watershed is the presence of Pima Pineapple Cactus (PPC)
(Coryphantha scheeri var. robustispina), listed as endangered in 1993. A primary strategy of the 2018
Recovery Plan is to protect individuals and their seedbanks in their native habitat. One of the District’s
fee owned open space properties contains a low density, but healthy population of PPC, and the District
has taken steps to protect the cactus by removing illegal dump sites and buffelgrass.

Multi-headed PPC (left), multiple PPC beneath a velvet mesquite tree (right)

Other important natural resources include the Thornber fishhook cactus (Mammillaria thornberi),
commonly found hiding beneath native trees.
The Black wash serves as an important wildlife corridor and provides habitat for native wildlife. It is
common to see evidence of mule deer, javalina, jackrabbits, bobcat, coyote, and various amphibians and
reptiles. In addition to supporting abundant vegetation and wildlife, there is evidence of prehistoric
people throughout the watershed.
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Thornber fishhook cactus (Mammillaria thornberi) (left), pot sherd (right)

The watershed has been impacted by human development, including flow diversions due to roads,
development, and past agricultural activities, which has led to erosion and minor channelization. Other
natural and human activities that threaten natural and cultural resources in the watershed include land
disturbance caused by adjacent property owners encroaching, cattle grazing, invasive species, illegal
dumping, OHV use, shooting, and woodcutting. Illegal dumping and OHV use in particular have become
more prevalent in recent years and efforts to stop these activities have resulted in varied outcomes. The
District has begun installing a new design of OHV resistant fence, which appears to be working for the
time being. As resources allow, the District will continue to actively manage these threats through
placement of fencing, signage, and enforcement when required.

Buffelgrass (left), cattle grazing (middle), and soil erosion (right)

Non-native invasive Globe Chamomile (left), illegal dumping (middle), and mesquite die-off (right)
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OHV damaging native vegetation (left), fence cut by OHV users (middle), and illegal woodcutting (right)

Since 2015, the District has collaborated with the Arizona Conservation Crew and Pima County Summer
Youth crews to remove illegal trash sites, invasive species, and interior barbed wire fences to improve
corridors for wildlife movement. While these projects have helped to reduce the impact on the natural
resources, there are still many opportunities for restoration and land stewardship projects throughout
the watershed.
Because this watershed is predominately rural, the management approach had been limited. The
Program for Public Information identifies a need to expand outreach in rural areas wherein permitting
and accessibility are frequent concerns.
While flows within the main channel are significant, this watercourse and many of its tributaries are ill
defined with channels that do not contain flows. This area is also subject to sheet flooding. The FEMA
Special Flood Hazard Areas affecting this watershed are up to a mile wide in places. At this time, there
are no stream gauges. Precipitation and radar imagery provides the basis for ALERT staff contacts.
Heavy precipitation in the Black Wash area may translate downstream to the Mile-wide (6443) and
Manville Road crossings. Currently there is no good travel time information available. Large storms or a
series of storms may result in sustained flow downstream.
Due to these characteristics numerous at-grade crossings may be impacted and travel to emergency and
essential services restricted during times for flooding. Major improvements to Ajo and Valencia Roads
have provided dramatic improvements for travelers in the east west direction; however, the connectors
to residential area remain problematic. As described in the program for Public Information safe travel
routes is a focus of our outreach efforts. Problem areas identified in the ALERT Flood Response Protocol
include:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Valencia Road
Camino Verde Road
Mark Road
Camino de Oeste
Snyder Hill Road west of Desert Sunrise
Tucson Estates area
Branding Iron Park subdivision
Near Tillery Street and Jeffery Road
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x
x

Wade Road south of Bilby Road
Tetakusim Road and Settle Avenue

If heavy precipitation occurs, assigned senior staff makes the decision as to whether to notify the Pima
County Office of Emergency Management OEM). OEM then notifies the affected public and critical
facility operators via the approved State procedure. Downstream of Valencia the District has utilized the
FLAP where sellers are willing.

Camino Verde at Bilby Sheet Flood

This floodprone urban fringe will continue to be a focus of study, outreach, permitting and accessibility
efforts.
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5.4.2.5 Needs – Capital Improvement
For each watershed; monitoring, frequently flooded structures and properties subject to damage,
exposed infrastructure, and safety concerns have been described in full detail in the District’s Flood
Response Field Manual (April 2019). Each of the areas so identified have addresses and geodetic
coordinates associated with them and District personnel have them mapped in the Geographic
Information System used. For planning purposes, specific items of concern follow; the complete report is
in Appendix D.
Data Gathering Needs

x

No site-specific issues identified.

Frequently Flooded Structures and Properties Subject to Damage

x

Homes have been known to flood near Tillery St. and Jeffrey Rd. (T15S R12E Sec. 13)
<GIS Point ID: BLW-FSP-001>

x

Branding Iron Park is a dense development in the Black Wash Floodway. (T15S R12E Sec.
10) <GIS Point ID: BLW-FSP-002>
Wade Road south of Bilby Road. (T15S R12E Sec. 10) <GIS Point ID: BLW-FSP-003>

x

Infrastructure

x

Look at collector channels for Camino Verde Estates II. (T15S R12E Sec 03) <GIS Point
ID: BLW-INF-001>

x

Look at collector channels for Star Valley subdivisions. (T15S R12E Sec 6) <GIS Point ID:
BLW-INF-002>

x

The drainageway on the east side of Tucson Estates Unit 6 , Book 20 Page 65, parcel
212-22- 6370 is maintained by the county. (T14S R12E Sec. 25) <GIS Point ID: BLW-INF003>

Safety Concerns

x

Hazardous conditions exist where the Black Wash crosses Valencia Road. (T15S R12E Sec.
10) <BLW-SAF-001>
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5.4.2.6 Floodplain Management
Outstanding issues identified by District staff include:
x
x
x
x

Need to revisit Black Wash Floodway
Need to better define flood risks in approximate FEMA zones. Determining flow patterns
and depths may require 2-dimensional modeling
FLAP
Non-permitted construction and planning, encroachments, private roads and drainage
easements
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